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PG&E Program Advisory Group (PAG) Meeting 
PG&E, Pacific Energy Center 

April 22, 2005 
 
Attendees:   
 
PAG Members:  
Cynthia Mitchell, The Utility Reform Network (TURN); and 
Tim Drew, CPUC Energy Division (Energy Division);  
Audrey Chang, Noah Horowitz, Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC);  
Doug Mahone, Heschong Mahone Group (HMG);   
Lauren Casentini, D&R International (D&R);  
Christine Tam, CPUC Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA);  
Kathleen Gaffney, KEMA; 
Pat Stoner, LGC; 
Mike Rufo, Quantum Consulting; 
Annette Beitel, PG&E. 
 
By Telephone: 
Mary Ann Piette, LBNL. 
 
Public: 
Ted Pope, Energy Solutions; 
Rob Shelton, NCI; 
Michael Baker, SBW Consulting, Inc.;  
Maria Sanders, CESC; 
Sam Sirkin, John Graham, Ecos Consulting; 
Bob Knight, Bevilacqua Knight, Inc; 
Bruce Matulich, EGIA; 
Tim Rosenfeld, Marin EMT; 
Barbara George, WEM; 
Bobbi Glassel, Energy Efficient Mortgage; 
Jim Lutz, LBNL; 
Paul Johnson, SEI; 
Patty Avery, Proctor Engineering Group;  
Ashish Goel, Intergy; 
Chris Ann Dickerson, Katrin Ewald, Freeman Sullivan and Company; 
Tom Conlon, GeoPraxis; 
Duncan Callaway, Davis Energy Group; 
Jim Flanagan, Quantum Consulting; 
John Kotowski, Global Energy Partners, LLC; 
Mahlon Aldridge, Ecology Action;   
Kim Burmahln, Lori Wallace, City of San José; 
David Clark, American Synergy Corporation; 
Ann Kelly, CCSF; 
Chonda Nwamu, Gary Fernstrom, Ila Homsher, Mona Yew, Misti Bruceri, Greydon Hicks, Patsy Dugger, 
Bill Miller, Dave Hickman, Grant Duhon, Duane Larson, Jennifer Barnes, Steve McCarty, PG&E. 
 
By Telephone: 
Don Gilligan, NAESCO; 
Nancy Kirshner-Rodriguez, Consol; 
Tom Hamilton, CHEERS; 
Ed Wisniewski, CEE 
 
 
Welcome / Overview – Annette Beitel 
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• 2006-08 Portfolio Planning Process.  We have an outline, but not details yet.  We would like to 

continue to work on it after June.  We will have more PAG meetings, probably monthly through 
the summer.  By October, we will have specific details.   

• Statewide Program Consistency 
• Moving Measures Upstream 
• Emerging Technologies 
• Third Party Bidding - We revised criteria based on PRG feedback and want to discuss today. 

 
 
2006 -08 PG&E Market Program Concepts and Savings - Duane Larson  
 

Today, I brought several people that are working on the detailed data to help answer any questions 
you may have. We haven't filled in all the information yet.  The mass market and local government 
chapters are the most complete.  We were going along our path on the new paradigm, then two 
weeks ago, someone brought up statewide consistency, so we've been focusing more on statewide 
issues most recently. 
 
Cynthia considers our first effort as the least-cost portfolio.  I agree, that is one of our main objectives.  
There are a lot of issues that affect our ratepayers.   I believe it's our responsibility to develop a model 
that can achieve goals, get a diversity of savings, and still keep costs as low as possible.  Currently, 
there are many items that aren't moving in certain markets.  We believe it's because they aren't 
designed for the market.  So, we've re-designed with that in mind. 
 
There are two key elements in the portfolio.  The majority of savings from PG&E will come from either 
deemed incentives, (mostly mass market) and calculated savings (larger projects).  This is for both 
retrofit and new construction. The lion's share of the calculated piece is the standard offer. 
The mass market strategy includes education and training.  And with larger business customers, we 
want to focus on understanding their business, working with them and then offering incentives that 
help them implement the projects.     
 
We have a market version of energy efficiency and other DSM offerings.  On the east coast, many 
programs are based on markets, and that works really well for them.  CA is different.  Our idea is to 
marry our uniqueness and what works here with the east coast model.  Here, we have IOU program 
administration, IOU and third party implementers, local government partnerships, and a push for 
IDSM.  Our question is how do we model the best market strategies into the uniqueness of CA? 
 
Kelly:  How do you define small business? 
 
Homsher:  The idea is not to limit the prescriptive approach to the very smallest customers, but to 
allow it for all sizes. 
 
Larson:  We want to capture and leverage the opportunity in the market.  Small business customers 
often act similarly to residential customers.  When we say small business, we're looking at those 
customers with the same delivery channels as residential customers.  When we talk to contractors, 
many serve both residential and small commercial customers.  It's the same with upstream programs.  
When dealing with manufacturers, many of the same appliances are used in both residential and 
small commercial applications. 
 
HVAC issues have generated a lot of interest. Residential AC is a big contributor to peak load, but it's 
not cost-effective when using the traditional cost-effective measure, TRC.  There will be statewide 
consistency regarding HVAC equipment and eligibility specifications.  We are still discussing room air 
conditioners with the other utilities. 
 
Gilligan:  NYSERDA has a very successful program replacing room AC units. 
 
Mahone:  I'm wondering about the benefit-to cost ratio of the program. 
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Larson:   I think we can move them, but the questions is whether it's worth putting the money there to 
do it.  We're talking about a lot of things around AC, including charge and airflow, duct sealing, etc..  
We're still working on statewide offerings.   
 
Callaway:  Do you have provisions for night ventilation cooling? 
 
Homsher:  It's part of the discussion, especially for new construction. 
 
Larson:  There is  a lot of savings in the portfolio from CFLs.  There is still 20:1 sales ratio, 20 
incandescents for every CFL sold.  If we have a large market potential sitting there, and a 
streamlined, cost-efficient way to gather the resource, we need to do it.  We get a lot of the mass 
market lighting savings with a relatively small part of the budget.  We are still figuring out the EM&V 
needs for this area.  We also haven't had it demonstrated to us that it can be done.  People say it, 
and it's not that we don't believe it, we just want to see it. 
 
Flanagan:  Is O&M or technical tune-ups included in the mass market? 
 
Larson:  Yes. 
 
Mitchell:  Are we going to have another HVAC PAG-ette in May? 
 
Larson: Yes.  We already have a lot of information on mass market strategies.  We want to focus on 
other segments now. 
 
Mahone:  Are you saying it's all deemed? 
 
Larson:  Except for RNC which is a combination of calculated (whole house) and deemed. 
 
Mahone:  Thanks. 
 
 

Statewide Program Consistency - Grant Duhon 
 

We are calling our portfolio Market IDSM.  The mass market is the biggest market, but it's still only 
one element of the strategy and approach we're taking.  At this time, all the plans are very generic.  I 
want to discuss how we're approaching the markets and what our interventions will look like.  There's 
one write-up for each market sector, and also a program concept paper. 
 
Each market needs an approach.  They all have common needs, which we consider the first level of 
intervention.  These include education, outreach, training, C&S, and ET interventions.  In this 
iteration, they are all lumped together.  The second level in each market is the deemed program.  The 
third level, calculated programs, which require site-specific project calculations.  We have programs 
on both axes of the matrix: markets and end-uses. 
 
Local governments are not an intervention, they are a delivery channel.  We are filing this piece 
separately though. 
 
We're trying to properly size every component in the matrix.  It's not easy.  In the mass market, there 
is a huge need for education and training, a lot of opportunity for deemed programs, and little for 
calculated projects.  
 
In the food processing market sector, there is a moderate need for education and training, small 
deemed opportunity, but possibly a huge opportunity for calculated programs.  We will write up each 
one, with the associated opportunities and where our emphasis will be placed. 
 
Kelly:  How does the comprehensive approach (all cost-effective EE) fit here? 
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Miller:  For each type of customer, you can go down the whole column on the matrix.  Having 
segmented them across the top, we have an approach that includes all the steps (education, 
deemed, and calculated). 
 
Duhon:  We tried to group the segments as close to naturally-occurring market segments as we could 
define.  Similar needs, delivery channels, etc. 
 
Beitel:  There is a lot of discussion about fixed incentives, providing the same incentive for all 
measures, or same incentive per unit of savings.  Do we need to have the same for all customers or 
should it vary? 
We are trying to harmonize incentive levels, but with customized options for local circumstances, 
weather variations, or other reasons.  It would be good to get feedback from the group, about what 
they think should be consistent. 
 
Flanagan:  I think a long time ago, customer segmentation happened because of concerns regarding 
equity by rate class.  It's more costly to serve smaller customers, and we are still delivering programs 
that cost more at the smaller end.  It creates confusion in the marketplace because there are different 
opportunities available. 
 
Duhon:  We need to stop cannibalizing our own programs and those of the third party vendors.  We 
want them to work together, not against each other.  When looking at calculated new construction 
interventions,  we'll continue to call that Savings By Design.  That program will apply to specific 
markets,  commercial buildings and development based on an integrated whole.  Otherwise, there will 
be deemed savings measures.   
 
The Standard Offer program (SPC will be a standard offer that ESCOs and owners can use.  The 
difference is that the standard offer used to apply only to retrofit projects.  Now, it will apply anywhere 
we can calculate savings.  It will be available to anyone that wants to take advantage of it.   
 
Customized program will apply in constrained areas, where there is a system need or a very 
motivated customer. 
 
Piette:  Is all demand reduction shown in the data here only from energy efficiency, or is it also from 
demand response programs?  
 
Duhon:  Only efficiency now.  We haven't included DR yet. 
 
Piette:  Is there a plan for that coming? 
 
McCarty:  It's coming, but they are a bit behind us. 
 
Beitel:  Steve will discuss fund shifting flexibility at the statewide PAG meeting next week.  We're 
trying to also have flexibility between efficiency and DR. 
 
Gilligan:  Referring to your second document, the conceptual precursor to this one.  What you 
categorized as large commercial customers,  they may be technically the same, but from an ESCO 
standpoint, it is very different working with a commercial office building and a government / institution 
building.  They are very different and require different approaches and strategies.  If you are taking a 
market-based approach, you may want to differentiate them. 
 
Duhon:  We're thinking about leaving them together as a sector, but we will break them out in our 
approach.  We are looking at them as sub-sectors.   
 
Gilligan:  You also need to think about building ownership as well as the technical characteristics. 
 
Duhon:  Yes, point well taken. 
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Mahone:  What are the implications of these market segments?  Will there be a separate marketing 
group assigned to each one? 
 
Duhon:  Not over my dead body.  We've had enough of that already.  We have not optimized the 
marketing funds using these designators that aren't realistic.  We want to use an overall market 
approach and develop a specific tactic or effort for each market.   
 
Dugger:  I think Doug is asking whether we'd have people in the utility that would focus on a particular 
segment. 
 
Mahone:  No, Grant answered the question.  What I hear is that these market sectors are ways to 
allocate resources, not entirely separate efforts.   
 
Duhon:  We'll have a much greater impact if we have an internal or external expert that knows the 
market inside-out.   
 
Beitel:  I want to add that in the competitive solicitations, we will compare like proposals against like 
proposals.  We will be defining like by the major market segments.  Before we finalize, we'll do 
additional segmentation. 
 
Goel:  What if a proposal spans multiple market sectors? 
 
Duhon:  We've thought about that, under the calculated savings.  Someone may do a technology that 
spans markets. 
 
Horowitz:  I like the way you've re-shuffled.  I think you're on the right track.  It's still a multi-
dimensional problem.  Be careful you're not creating another set of silos.  A lot of stuff is cross cutting, 
CFLs, other measures.  I hope that you maintain expertise on a widget level as well as on markets.   
 
Duhon:  We're planning to do that, both internally and externally.  There is an issue regarding 
delivering this information to you slowly.   
 
Horowitz:  So, equipment cuts across multiple programs.  If you're putting it in different places, should 
the specification be the same?  Yes.  The rebates should be consistent unless there's a compelling 
reason not to do that. 
 
Larson:  What about the landlord/renter barrier?  Is that a good reason to increase? 
 
Beitel:  If we have two customers, one is willing to move at one level, another at a higher incentive.  Is 
that a reason to differentiate?  In other areas, they do that.  In CA, do we plan to do that? 
 
Duhon:  While making sure we don't have the program working against itself. 
 
Beitel:  I have heard that some customers believe it isn't fair that if they have done things already, 
why are penalizing them for being good? 
 
Horowitz:  I know this paper is a work in progress.  I encourage you when you write the program 
outcomes and objectives to have some deeper thinking on this.  These say the objective is to save 
energy.  We all know that.   
 
Schools appear to have a relatively small budget compared to other markets.  Given the amount of 
construction and the need, why is that? 
 
Duhon:  I have concerns about the budgets too.  Supposedly the budget amount is based on the 
potential.  The decrease for schools is because of the Title 24 and DEER changes.   
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Gilligan:  Can we assume that you'll be given flexibility in managing so that if one market takes off 
while others don't, that you'll have the ability to shift funds? 
 
Duhon:  Not yet.  That is still being decided, but we believe we need that flexibility. 
 
Gilligan:  I assume that you'll have some successes and some not-so-successful efforts, and that 
you'll go with the hits. 
 
Duhon:  Yes, that is our plan. 
 
Tam:  The line item for statewide information, I assume that's FYP.  I'd like to see that as part of the 
mass market budget.  There's no need to separate it. 
 
Larson:  There are currently three statewide marketing and information programs.  We still support 
them.  The reason they are not in the mass market now is that they want to see themselves 
separately, not as part of the mass market.  But that is where they'll be working. 
 
Tam:  You need to work with FYP to cross over.  
 
Speaker?:  Lumping all residential and small commercial together doesn't make a lot of sense to me.   
 
Duhon:  Residential and small business customers do have similar purchasing patterns.  The market 
tends to serve both types of customers. 
 
Mahone:  What is the difference between the two tables? 
 
Larson:  Tim may be able to eliminate one with respect to codes and standards. 
 
Drew:  I will try to get an update from my supervisor on yesterday's vote. 
 
Larson:  The difference is that the one with the higher budget has no savings from C&S efforts. 
 
Larson:  Local governments are part of the 80%.  Part of the program design will be for the 
partnership teams to decide which pieces of the market they'll deliver in. 
 
Beitel:  We see the original submittal as more conceptual, with time over the summer to flesh it out. 
 
Casentini:  I notice the budgets aren't complete in a lot of program descriptions.  I know it's part of 
continuing planning, but have you decided on a TRC threshold? 
 
Speaker?:  We plan to concentrate on programs with good TRC and PAC ratios.  Those with lower 
PAC are not necessarily out of the running.  There are instances where we know we have more work 
to do, we're not going to just eliminate them now. 
 
Sanders:  When you talk about lumping small commercial into the deemed program.  Is there any 
flexibility for process loads to use customized? 
 
Duhon:  Absolutely.  It doesn't mean they can't do calculated.  It's not off the table, but there's 
probably a smaller opportunity.  We have decided not to offer SPC to homeowners. 
 
Larson:  When you're managing a portfolio, it's like a menu at a restaurant.  It's dynamic, based on 
demand and performance.  We assume we're allowed to change the menu based on need. 
 
 

Statewide Water Heater Program – Jim Lutz 
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In the past few years, water heating has begun using more energy than space heating in the SCE 
territory.  It seems like there aren't a lot of programs for water heating.  There's a big opportunity to 
get up to 25% savings on water heaters and even more opportunities for savings from the delivery 
system.  We should also investigate heat recovery strategies.   
 
Messenger and Mowris want a PAG-ette for water heating. 85% of water heating in CA is gas fueled. 
 
PIER is working on a project with manufacturers to get the energy factor raised by about 25% in an 
affordable way.  Designs have not been tested yet, and they haven't been brought to the market.  The 
project also looks at piping (delivery system).  The situation is worsening in new houses.  There are 
more bathrooms, bigger homes, etc. 
 
Horowitz:  A PAG-ette is a great idea.  If we can pull in the other utilities without slowing down the 
train, that would be great. 
 
Lutz:  I think it's really important for CA because we are heavily dependent on natural gas. 
 
Sanders:  Does the project include tankless water heaters? 
 
Lutz:  Yes.  There are difficulties though.  They have to heat the water instantly, so they need bigger 
burners, a bigger gas line and ventilation.  In new construction, it's easier, but it can be difficult in 
some retrofit situations. 
 
Larson:  I'd like to attach the HVAC and this PAG-ette together.  From the outside gas and electric 
people are different, but at PG&E, currently, there's one technical planning person for both. 
 
Pope:  Is the focus on residential? 
 
Lutz:  Yes, single family and multi-family.  
 
Nadel:  Residential loads are much bigger than commercial loads for most. 
 
Speaker?:  Does it include solar? 
 
Lutz:  Yes.  They don't work well with gas water heaters though, there is a lot of standby loss.  There 
are possibilities, but it needs additional work. 
 
Callaway:  Does the project include heat recovery? 
 
Lutz:  Yes, though it needs further investigation. 
 
Beitel:  Geo-exchange technologies? 
 
Lutz:  You mean like ground-source heat pumps?  The cost of the ground loop is really high.  We're 
talking about more affordable opportunities. 
 
Mahone:  Is there a PAG-ette? 
 
Beitel:  Yes, we'll create one. 
 
Miller: Duane wants to add it to the HVAC PAG-ette. 
 
Beitel:  OK.  
 
Larson:  I've accepted the water heater challenge--- 
 

//  Action Item:  Contact interested parties to begin the PAG-ette process for water heating.  // 
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Moving Measures Upstream - Mona Yew 
 

There are advantages and disadvantages associated with moving measures upstream.  
 

• Spillover Effects—we're trying to capture impacts. 
• Paperwork – reduce complication for customers. 
• Technical Requirements – The more complicated, the better to work with contractors, or other 

upstream actors. 
• Processing – for large volume measures, makes more sense. 
• Longer lead time working with upstream mid-stream actors.  The business cycles are different, 

and you need time to build relationships. 
• Customer Satisfaction- some customers prefer the direct rebate. 
• Recognition of funding – it's important for customers to know they are getting a discount and that 

the funding comes from PGC on the bill. 
• Time lag between mfr and installation- when using EE as resource, timing is more uncertain when 

work with mfr. 
• Incremental Cost.  

 
 

Speaker?:  We need a larger efficient desktop computer program.  Try to get all IOUs participating, 
pay computer manufacturers that deliver PCs in each territory an incentive for including a more 
efficient power supply (and power factor correction).  There are benefits of upstream buy down 
programs.  You have to work out clear tracking mechanisms to know where it ends up.   
 
Casentini:  Perhaps there's a place for industry to participate as a third party. 
 
Beitel:  Do you mean a golden carrot approach or rebate program?  Thoughts? 
 
Rufo:  The golden carrot is generally used to spur manufacturers to move to the next generation of 
technology.  An upstream program is usually for a product that is already commercialized, when 
you're trying to increase the volume.  I'm trying to remember the Motors / HVAC 1999 program.  The 
incentive has to be attractive enough to really change stocking. 
 
Fernstrom:  We brought the golden carrot approach in for refrigerators several years ago.  The 
existing program encouraged customers to buy the best on the floor.  It occurred to us that there 
could be better equipment than what was presently available.   At that time, the opposing opportunity 
was an incentive to customers.  The notion of upstream programs became more popular then, that 
you could possibly buy more efficiency with an upstream incentive and avoid the mark-ups at the 
retail level. 
 
Larson:  With refrigerators, we changed that market nationally.   
 
Fernstrom:  In lighting, one possible example might target the large commercial market sector.  
Builders buy from distributors, so it may make sense to do an upstream program.  The parallel in the 
mass market is the POP rebate.  It directly benefits the retail customer. 
 
Mahone:  With an upstream program, how can you guarantee the distributor will pass the savings on?  
 
Fernstrom:  You also have some impact by influencing the products they stock, even if they don't 
pass on the savings.   
 
Yew:  As long as the product actually gets installed. 
 
Sanders:  Were sales in the Hawaii program dampened because of manufacturers raising prices? 
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Mahone:  We don't know for sure. 
 
Pope:  Sometimes it's less about the incremental cost than what's on the shelf.  A lot of times energy-
efficient products are special-order and people need them immediately. 
 
Rufo:  That's true.  For HVAC, many purchases are emergency replacements.   
 
Fernstrom:  It's a complicated market.  
 
Lutz:  You have to know manufacturers, distribution channels and how marketing is done for that 
product. 
 
Speaker?:  Would part of the program be buying shelf space? 
 
Yew:  In a way, just getting the product out there.  And along side that is getting the retailers to put 
the product and the related information on the floor. 
 
Livingston:  For upstream programs it really needs a sure technology.   
 
Horowitz:  Set-top boxes, for example, there is currently no standby mode.  They are still drawing 15-
30W when the TV is off.  No other product exists now.  That might be a good opportunity for a golden 
carrot. 
 
 

Emerging Technologies – Jon Livingston 
 

ET is a statewide program, and there have been a lot of recent changes.  The program has been 
around since early '90s.  I'll also talk a bit about how individuals and companies can submit their 
products for consideration. 
 
Over the last couple years, the statewide ET program shifted from an innovation-driven program to a 
more needs-based program.  When both portfolio managers and other stakeholders have a need 
(e.g.,  retail lighting technology), that will be a primary driver going forward. 
 
Recently, we are moving toward a more formal screening process.  We are focused on doing a much 
tighter job of integrating ET program into the lifecycle of a new technology.  When we look back at 
programs, we see the integration really improves the effectiveness. 
 
The program has also had an increase in budget recently, and we're coordinating more statewide.  To 
the extent we don't neglect future opportunities, we are focusing primarily on opportunities that are 
here and now, that will help achieve savings goals.   
 
We have developed a formal process from the initial selection to the communication of results.  We 
see the program as a sort of energy efficiency Consumer Reports.  Does it work, does it save energy, 
is it easy to install and use?  Will it create a lot of turbulence, or will it be able to get into the market 
quickly and get traction? 
 
Avery:  How long from the proposal process to approval and contract?  In the past, we've been 
involved in a process that took about three years. 
 
Livingston:  It takes from 9-18 months, from the identification of a product to the final report.  We 
currently have about 20 projects in the pipeline.  I know of one that had major contractual issues.  All 
the others are moving forward.  
 
Avery:  If the criteria are pretty standard, it's not too difficult. 
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Livingston:  It really has to do with how good the opportunity is.  We have an annual process of 
reviewing new technology opportunities. We're exploring changing that to a rolling process.   
 
Mahone:  I tend to think of an emerging technology as a particular widget and manufacturer, and you 
help get it to the market.  There are other types that combine systems.  You could design systems 
that are not tied to a widget, but perhaps employ new ways to use or design things.  What is your 
definition? 
 
Livingston:  If they achieve energy savings and meet our EM&V needs, it's fair game. 
 
Beitel:  The program is not purely technology-based.  It may be a combination of innovative widget 
use, or an innovative program or strategy also.  That would be eligible for the innovative solicitation 
and could also be something Jon would consider. 
 
Kotowski:  We're trying to get bounds around what you mean by ET. 
 
Livingston:  I'll stop short of drawing a bright line.  The consumer reports side is so compelling, we 
tend to focus there. 
 
Speaker?:   How far do you support technologies? 
 
Livingston:  I'm glad you said that/  We don't support technologies, we test them.  The CEC PIER 
program and others support them. 
 
Lutz:  For water heaters, there is an opportunity to increase the energy factor, but to do that requires 
an integrated program across all parts of the lifecycle.  We need manufacturers at the R&D level.  To 
get involved that early, they need to see some promise of reward.  A production program may be 
three to five years away.   
 
Livingston:  The continuum is much shorter then a couple years ago.  The energy crisis spurred a lot 
of activities. 
 
Lutz:  How do I get water heaters plugged in to the process? 
 
Livingston:  I'm aware of a PIER proposal, I talked to Gary about it off-line.  
 
Larson:  In the water heater PAG-ette, we can identify issues that are ET, as compared to program 
implementation issues.   
 
Livingston:  Yes, we need that link. 
 
Conlon:  The current linkages are an improvement over previous looser linkages.  How are you 
integrating with other sources of ideas, not just PIER, and also downstream of the demonstration 
programs?  Are you looking for private venture capital markets to be another source of funding? 
 
Livingston:  The question is applicable to various sources with which we're trying to connect.  The 
Center for the Built Environment (CBE) is only marginally funded by PIER.  They do a lot of work on 
commercial building systems.  We also have a lot of connections to many entities, PIER is not the 
only game in town.  There are a lots of other channels.  We're trying to keep our profile high enough 
that we act as an antenna, to pick up all the signals out there. 
 
I led a presentation on how the venture capital community can interact with us.  The DC spotlight is 
focused on ET, it's moving this way.  We need to do a good showing, make sure when the venture 
capital community knocks on our doors, we can deliver.  We just need one big hit.  
 
For individuals and companies that offer innovative products and services or ideas, there are a lot of 
channels to approach ET.  You can go through PIER (technology).  Or there are other incubators, 
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such as the CA Clean Energy Fund.  If you have a new program idea, or an emerging opportunity 
function that parallels an ET function.  Could be new channels, marketing approaches, or a 
combination of both.  
For technical services, there are many ways also.  Third party bids are an ideal opportunity.  We need 
external expertise. 
 
We have a public process to comment on how we're doing, and to bring ideas.  We are adding 
resources to the ET team for new ET segment contacts.  We'll pull in new concepts, etc. for 
screening. 
 
We are planning a public workshop in the third quarter of 2005.  I will likely give an expanded version 
of today's presentation, talk about the program, then get ideas and comments from the group. 
We also have a web site, which we are revamping this year to make it more flexible, especially in the 
area of communicating results.  The next ET summit is planned for next spring.   
 
Avery:  What is the budget available? 
 
Livingston:  We haven't stated it yet.  At this time, $3.4M for next year is what's being discussed. 
 
Avery:  Do you expect that to rise each year? 
 
Livingston:   It depends on how things go, the technologies and results. 
 
Avery:  For third parties to provide ideas, do you also mean submitting proposals through an open bid 
process? Through PIER? 
 
Livingston:  There are a lot of channels, I'm happy to talk more with you about specifics off-line.  For 
our program, the proposer fills out a form describing the technology, savings and market status.  
We're not looking for formal proposals, the technology process is pretty simple.  The program process 
is a little more complicated. 
 
Pope:  Once a product gets the consumer report result from ET, what is the mechanism for continuing 
from there? 
 
Livingston: The next steps are communication and handoff.  We produce a report documenting how 
much savings, the consumer's experience, etc.  Then, the ET program hands it off to a program 
manager, which happens almost immediately.  The Program Managers help screen products, and are 
also engaged at the beginning of cycle.   Especially when there's a lot of market pull, it's not a big 
cumbersome process to hand off.  The goal is to transform markets.   
 
Rufo:  In a previous meeting, I mentioned an idea that SPC could have a different incentive 
mechanism for products making that transition.  An example would be perimeter dimming.  The 
standard SPC lighting incentive won't motivate people to do that. 
 
Livingston:  The ET program does fund some pilots, but that's not quite the same thing.   
 
Larson:  That is an issue that has to be dealt with in the context of funding flexibility.  If it looks like 
something that will likely be effective, and we get the flexibility we are requesting, something like that 
may be a possibility. 
 
Piette:  How about DR?   
 
Livingston:  I believe Bob Kinert is trying to connect the two programs more closely.  There is a DR 
emerging technologies project I believe now.   
 
Piette: OK.  I'm not sure which funding source is being used for that. 
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Livingston:  If it's demand response only, it has to come out of demand response funds.  If it's 
demand response and energy efficiency, there is a budget, but it's not fixed at this time. 
 
Baker:  Are you doing market research to see how products fit in the ET process? 
 
Livingston:  Market research is not formally defined as part of the Emerging Technologies program at 
this time.  We are working with our market research staff to understand who owns that activity, and 
how we can best split it between the program managers and ET program.  We're not quite sure what 
organizational chart it fits in at this time.  It has been somewhat overlooked in the past, but we do plan 
to do more. 
 
Baker:  At both ends of the process? 
 
Livingston:  Yes. 
 
Mahone:  In the competition for funds, there is some concern that measures that provide savings right 
away will take priority over those that will take a couple years.  As I recall, the Emerging Technologies 
program budget was set to ramp up very quickly, but now, there appears to be some moderation to 
that.  ET projects won't produce short-term savings, but there is a big goal for 2006.  Is there a way to 
make sure ET gets credit for going after that long-term savings? 
 
Livingston:  Yes, we need two things:  deliver savings now, and also fill the pipeline for future savings.  
My intention is to be strategic about managing the program to hire the resources I need to look at 
both ends of the spectrum.   
 
Fernstrom:  We had hoped to use C&S savings to help support programs that have longer range 
potential, but we're not sure if we can do that now. 
 
Pope:  Since you wont be supporting specific technologies or processes. just verifying performance, it 
doesn't sound like you'll be involved in the early stages of a multi-year cycle.  You plan to focus just 
on proving effectiveness? 
 
Livingston:  I apologize, I did mis-state that.  Our core function is product assessments, but we are 
also looking at upstream and downstream opportunities.  We are watching that, trying to guide 
technologies and leverage entities like PIER, ASHRAE, and the private investment community.   
 
 

Codes and Standards Savings– Tim Drew 
 

I was hoping to provide an update, but unfortunately no-one in my group was there when the 
Commission voted, so we don't know what happened yet.  We haven't seen the final decision.  The 
last I heard, the white paper would be voted on by the Commission.  ALJ Gottstein reviewed it and 
discussed with staff.  There was a compromise discussed, that she intended to rule that utilities can 
not claim savings from C&S activities implemented in the 2004, 2005 and before.  Beginning in 2006, 
start the process with EM&V and tech sub-committees to work out a way to develop protocol for 
estimating and evaluating C&S savings.  Provided that happens, utilities will be able to take credit for 
savings for activities that take place in 2006 and beyond. 
 
Beitel:  One issue we discussed extensively is that the savings targets are based on older codes, but 
there are new codes in place now.  So, we won't be able to count those savings?  We have to reach 
the targets without C&S. 
 
Pope:  Do you mean the adopted or effective date? 
 
Drew:  I'm not sure, I haven't actually seen the final decision in writing.  My understanding is that 
utilities will be able to take credit for activities beginning in 2006. 
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Larson:  That is according to the draft decision. 
 
Sanders: Does this include local standards? 
 
Fernstrom:  We spent a lot of time, effort and money improving the appliance standards in CA.  One 
outcome from that effort is that starting next year all incandescent lamps will be 3% more efficacious 
than now.  To say that was good work, but you get no credit seems a bit inequitable. 
 
Beitel:  I don't want to get into big debate into whether we think the Commission made the appropriate 
decision.  We also can't clarify the finer points without the actual decision. 
 
Drew:  I understood the message that this was a really important issue and tried to deliver that 
message the best I could.  Maybe I could have done better, or maybe there was nothing I could have 
done.  I'm on the fence with this issue.  It's been a learning experience.  If it had been given a high 
priority in your comments on the policy rules draft decision, perhaps that would have been the best 
route. 
 
Horowitz:  There is some good news.  Moving forward, there's a lot of potential to earn credit.  Does it 
justify future funding, that is still unclear.  The thing that drives all these calculations, if there's a 
standard in place, and you replace a unit with a new one, can you take the full credit or only credit for 
above the code? 
 
Drew:  That is not clear.  I realize it's important.  It's up to you to justify any savings claims.  If you are 
running an early replacement program, and using numbers other than DEER, you need to justify that 
and submit that justification to the Commission.  The burden is on the program planner. 
 
Beitel:  In our application, we need to specify as part of that kind of program design that we only seek 
approval if we can claim credit for the savings from the field condition to the standard.  If not, we 
wouldn't run the program. 
 
Clark:  I've heard some discussion of changing this in 2006. Is there any opportunity to change it 
now? Any way possible that the discussion can move up.  I understand that there are also valid 
arguments that prevent from claiming the full savings. 
 
Drew:  Do you mean the early replacement issue?   
 
Clark:  HVAC companies have to file permits when they change out equipment.  The problem is that 
many contractors are not doing that.  There's an education process that needs to happen to change 
that.   
 
Drew:  I'm confused.  I am hearing that you're asking if a program can take savings.  To the extent 
that someone disagrees with decision, what can you do? 
 
Clark:  I understand there would be an opportunity in 2006 to revisit this issue.  
 
Drew:  OK, let's talk offline so we can make sure we're on the same page. 
 
Horowitz:  Where does this put the C&S white paper?  Is it moot? 
 
Beitel:  It seems so.  Maybe there's a possibility to expand the concept for other program 
opportunities.  But it sounds like the issue is resolved…   
 
Horowitz:  To the extent you can earn credit for future savings, it's still relevant. 
 
Beitel  Yes, that's true. 
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Mahone:  The methodology developed in the white paper that talks about how savings from the C&S 
adoption cycle comes on-line is also still relevant.  Each year more products come on-line, and the 
savings continue to grow.  Absent standard adoption, we tend to think the market would mature 
naturally.  The method ramps up the naturally occurring savings and subtracts them from the 
standards savings, so the savings ramp up, then ramp back down over time.  
 
Nadel:  Does the paper recommend full credit, or partial credit? 
 
Mahone:  Full credit that gets discounted by the natural savings that would come on line.   
 
Nadel:  My suspicion is that there will be more discussion.  I had understood that if given credit, 
PG&E would make the whole savings goal with just C&S savings. 
 
Mahone:  No, it's more like 15-20% of the goal. 
 
Nadel:  It appears there was some heavy discounting. 
 
Larson:  Almost every standard going into effect in the next few years was worked on by PG&E.  The 
CEC counts on us to do this, and we're passionate about C&S as part of our portfolio.  We know it 
wasn't taken into account when establishing the savings targets.  We did the right thing,  and we are 
getting no credit, just penalized. 
 
 

Codes and Standards Advocacy Program - Pat Eilert 
 

The information from the policy decision is so new, I don't know exactly how the program plans will 
change yet.  We have a bunch of Codes and Standards Enhancement (CASE) studies in the hopper 
for the 2008 standards.  Those studies that are adopted will result in savings beginning in early 2009.   
We are also starting the process for the next round of appliance standards.  There's a chance we 
might do a two-phase process, to try to get some savings before the 2006-08 cycle is over. 
 
We're also working hard on supporting and improving compliance.  There's been a lot of turnover and 
a significant increase in the scope of the standards.  There's a compliance factor included in the 
savings model described in the C&S white paper.   
 
Looking forward, there's a lot going on, but the decision changes the landscape a little bit. 
 
Mahone:  If Tim's understanding is correct, the decision removes all of the incentive to spend money 
on codes and standards in the next three years, since there will be no credit for the effect of the 
standards changes we are developing in 2005. 
 
Larson:  Even though there isn't any incentive, we'll still support the codes. 
 
Horowitz:  Are you doing work on the 2008 Title 24 Standard?  
 
Eilert:  Yes, there is some already underway.  We've initiated 8-12 CASE studies. 
 
Casentini:  Have you started on the residential work yet? 
 
Eilert:  No, not yet. 
 
Casentini: Will you be? 
 
Eilert:  We're not sure at this point. 
 
Horowitz:  I'm hoping PG&E can play a role if the governor moves forward with the initiative for 
installing PV in new construction, we hope you can help. 
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Third Party Solicitations – Annette Beitel 
 

We received feedback on our proposed selection criteria yesterday from our PRG members, so we 
made some revisions based on that.  
 
We have proposed not to bid the following areas of the portfolio:  
Information-only programs.  Our rationale for this decision is that the targets are so aggressive, we 
need to focus on programs delivering quantifiable savings.   
Emerging Technologies programs 
Upstream Lighting.  We already have a very cost-effective upstream lighting program, with an 
effective infrastructure in place.   
 
The rest of the portfolio is open for bidding.  There is a lot of potential, and we have very aggressive 
goals, so we need help in all areas.  
 
Casentini: I have a comment on the handout packet.  It's really reflective of comments from the 
community.  One question, it says here that if we don't receive a minimum of three proposals in one 
area, there will be nothing awarded. That seems a bit harsh. 
 
Beitel:  Yes, we actually received a lot of comments on that.  The testimony has been changed in 
response; the part requiring a minimum number of bids has been removed. 
 
Flanagan:  Is there a minimum or maximum bid size? 
 
Beitel:  That's a good question, at this time, no.  We expect each proposal to describe what markets 
will be addressed by the program.  If it cuts across categories, we'd look at it in both categories. 
 
For all solicitations, we have proposed threshold criteria.  Either the proposal satisfies it or it doesn't.  
If not, it won't be considered further.  It's not a really high bar.  It is meant to provide some evidence 
that the vendor meets the basic criteria.  We anticipate that 75-80% of the proposals will make it 
through the threshold criteria. 
 
Our original evaluation sheet was heavily weighted on cost.  The rationale was that if efficiency is to 
be treated as a procurement resource, we have to treat it like the supply-side.  The feedback we 
received pointed out that if our only concern is cost, we're likely to get a lot of cherry picking 
programs.  That isn't consistent with our directive to improve portfolio performance;  the performance 
is more than just cost.  So, we added a criteria for portfolio fit / improved performance. 
 
Kotowski:  Do you want comments? 
 
Beitel:  Yes, we have a very short time frame, but we do want feedback. 
 
Kotowski:  The levelized cost comparison, will that be done by market sector? 
 
Beitel:  Yes, we will compare like against like.  We are also going to provide as much information as 
possible about the markets in the RFP.  
 
Kotowski:  It seems that some could fit into either the targeted or innovative categories? 
 
Beitel:  We fully expect that innovative programs will cost more than standard tried and true 
programs.  You can bid into both, but we want to have separate categories to treat them fairly.  Also, 
the integrated solicitation will be separate. 
 
Clark:  If I were evaluating bid, looking at comprehensiveness, I think it should have a lot of weight 
within the 50 points.   
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Rufo:  If one category has 50% with long list of criteria, as a bidder, we don't know what to do.  
There's a big chunk of points with a list of somewhat competing characteristics. 
 
Mitchell:  Can you recommend more of a breakdown?  We wanted to avoid having 90% of the points 
on cost.   
 
Rufo:  There are things in the threshold category that to me, should be scored.  Cost-effectiveness is 
just a forecast.  How do you deal with gaming?  This seems inconsistent with how these types of 
services have been assessed before.  It's also hard to assess without knowing the performance 
basis. 
 
Beitel:  It seems there are two conceptually different approaches.  From the bidders perspective, 
you'd prefer we break out each category, so you can use it like a checklist.   
 
Rufo:  Yes, so the bidder knows what the buyer wants. 
 
Beitel:  When you're buying a commodity, you can describe exactly what you want.  In this context, if 
we have too many sub-categories, we could wind up getting proposals that really aren't what we want 
and need. 
 
It seems that having fewer categories, from the bidder perspective, not having as much information 
may make you feel more concerned that the evaluation won't be done on a fair and level playing field.  
Our response is that we will articulate reasons for assigning points, then we will have a group 
discussion.  Then there will be another layer of review by PRG and ED consultants.  The problem is 
that the solicitation is so open, if I define things very specifically, I'm afraid it will constrain the 
opportunity to get a comprehensive portfolio. 
 
Rufo:  You do plan to compare like proposals to like proposals though? 
 
Beitel:  Yes, basically by markets.  We plan to ask you to structure the proposal by the market 
categories.  If it cuts across more than one, we will evaluate it in both categories. 
 
Rufo:  There is a potential for gaming with the cost-effective criteria.     
 
Beitel:  Yes, the way we dealt with that in our last third party initiative was that if we didn't agree with 
your assumptions, we reserved the right to revise.  We plan to do that in these solicitations also.  In 
terms of widget forecasts, if you say you are doing a comprehensive, but then don't do it, that is a 
performance issue, and we could possibly pull the contract. 
 
Rufo:  I'm just wondering how you plan to deal with proposals that have similar assumptions.  I worry 
too, that in the last CPUC solicitation, the RFP said the EM&V piece was important, but then didn't 
score it.  I understand you aren't doing the EM&V, so it's not here.  If something is considered 
important, but there are no points, bids won't address it.  If you think something is important, it should 
be assigned points.  
 
Gaffney:  Whatever the internal guidelines are, the bidder needs to know what you're looking for. 
 
Beitel:  I don't want to be so specific when we really don't know exactly what we'll get. 
 
Aldridge:  As far as gaming the TRC.  You could use a 10% performance award.  It's appropriate to 
have criteria for including a plan to limit lost opportunities and increase comprehensiveness.  You 
could break that out of the 50%.  That seems to be most important. 
 
Rufo:  I agree that is the most important thing. 
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Mahone:  So third parties can bid into areas that utilities are running.  Will you apply the same scoring 
for utility programs? 
 
Beitel:  No, originally before yesterday, the criteria were based on cost only.  I don't have the full 
answer at this time. 
 
Larson:  Also, the utility has to carry the information programs, statewide advertising, etc.  We have a 
pot of money, and we know where the most cost-effective potential is, so we'll target those areas.  
We'll evaluate what fits in the portfolio, etc. 
 
Beitel:  I spoke too quickly when I said no.  The criteria we developed will compare third parties to 
third parties.  Ultimately, we'll have to compare that against utilities also.  We have to look at all 
programs equally, but I'm not exactly sure of the process yet. 
 
Mahone:  Based on what you've said, you'll have a clear idea of which areas the utilities think they 
can do a good job on, and in which you'll need help.  In the RFP, you should identify the areas you 
need help so people can focus their efforts on those.  There's still an opportunity for a third party to 
say, I can do a better job.  That should be a different kind of solicitation.  You have be able to make a 
fair comparison.  Only fair to distinguish between them 
 
Beitel:  We're not inclined to have a separate solicitation for head-to head.  I think it's fair to identify 
the areas we need help.   
 
Clark:  To return to the question you asked regarding portfolio fit—how should we weight 
comprehensiveness?  I recommend 30-35% of the total should be in the comprehensive area.  For 
levelized cost, will you provide a baseline levelized cost in each area? 
 
Beitel:  At this point we don't.  We have to be mindful that we are competing against the supply side. 
 
Rufo:  There are some analytical ways to determine the right weight for comprehensiveness.  You 
can say, we'll start with just the most cost-effective, then know that in future years, the TRC will go 
down.  Or, you could try to get something in each market now.  My last comment is that there ought to 
be some number of points associated with experience.  It's not a commodity, there's a human capital 
part of the process.   
 
Beitel:  I agree.  For the purpose of discussion, we can assign 10-15% for experience.  Perhaps 15% 
on experience, and 20% on comprehensiveness.   
 
Gaffney:  On comprehensiveness, there could be a perfectly good proposal that isn't comprehensive, 
will you get penalized? 
 
Beitel:  If we put 20 points on it, yes you will. 
 
Gaffney:  I'm not sure that's the right approach. 
 
Casentini:  Instead of focusing on comprehensiveness, you could focus on minimizing lost 
opportunities.  
 
Beitel:  So, do you think 15%, 15% is better? 
 
Cohen:  Is there going to be a two-stage process, then more detailed analysis.  I would consider 
portfolio fit to be a threshold criteria. 
 
Beitel:  I disagree. 
 
Cohen:  Be really explicit what you want.  In the past, we've heard here's what we've got, you figure 
out where the holes are…Instead say, this is what we want specifically. 
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Beitel:  I think this is a philosophical departure that we had agreed upon in past.  Instead of carving 
out slices for third parties, we've carved out a small slice where you cant. 
 
Cohen:  If proposals aren't a good fit, in a two-stage process, you don't ask them to submit a full scale 
proposal. 
 
Crooks:  There may be degrees of fit. 
 
Beitel:  We'll need to find a way to articulate that concern. 
 
Pope:  It seems like most people that are paying attention can make a proposal can make it pass the 
threshold.  You won't really be thinning the field out much.  Maybe in the first stage, let people know, 
yeah, you meet the threshold, but there are so many better, don't bother. 
 
Casentini:  Are you saying that threshold is Stage 1? 
 
Beitel:  No.  
 
Casentini:  You really need to thin down before requiring a full-blown proposal. 
 
Beitel:  The threshold criteria are part of stage one, but not all of stage one.  I don't have details on 
exactly what will be Stage one and Stage two.  We aren't required to have a fully developed RFP at 
this point. 
 
Rufo:  So, these points could carry through to Stage 1? 
 
Beitel:  Yes. 
 
Tam:  You don't plan to include the Stage 1 criteria in your application for June 1?     
 
Beitel:  Yes, we do.  We have to identify the bid evaluation criteria for June 1.  
 
Tam:  It would be helpful even if it's only a preliminary outline of your thought process for how you will 
screen proposals in Stage 1. 
 
Callaway:  I'm here to make sure night ventilation cooling gets representation.  In the benefit to cost 
calculation, is TDV included? 
 
Beitel:  Yes, we'll be using the E3 methodology. 
 
Miller:  The CPUC adopted avoided costs, E3 incorporated those updates into the PG&E calculator. 
 
Clark:  can you break out 
 
Flanagan:  Based on what Mahlon was saying, in the past, PG&E's programs have required that a 
posted performance bond.  Mahlon's idea of a performance holdback is a good idea.  I'd like to see 
more details. 
 
Beitel:  The hesitation I have is that if people are operating on a small margin, holding back some 
percentage of the payments can create difficulties. 
 
We are thinking of allocating a certain amount for the three categories of RFPs, but not specifying 
how much for each market though. 
 
Larson:  The absolute amount depends on the total budget, rules, proposals received, etc.. 
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Speaker?:  Will you say anything about range?  $1M-5M, or what? 
 
Beitel:  We are going to try to allocate based on the size of the of market and the potential. 
 
Baker:  What about specifying whether you're looking for one or three programs in one market or 
something else? 
 
Beitel:  It will be based on the potential. 
 
Baker:  Economies of scale may make a difference in cost. 
 
Larson:  It sounds like what you're saying is that there is no such things as apples to apples.  There is 
always some judgment, and that is true. 
 
Aldridge:  You've done a great job on this, I want to commend you.  As far as staging the response to 
RFPs, small firms really max out their resources when developing proposals.  We can't do it all at .  
We need two weeks minimum between each response.   
The innovative weighting criteria places the greatest emphasis on levelized cost.  It's important, but it 
may make sense to put the greatest emphasis on innovation. 
 
Conlon:  Also, please provide a lot of feedback to bidders, especially if unsuccessful. 
 
Clark:  I also think you've done a great job.  If we're bidding on a $10M-15M pot, can one bidder take 
the whole amount, or do you want to diversify?  Also, regarding performance, perhaps you can 
consider evaluating the programs each year, then if they aren't performing, you could have an option 
to renew. 
 
Baker:  Can you provide an update on the successful third party programs? 
 
Beitel:  We've received proposals and we are evaluating them.  We'll get together as a team to 
discuss Monday.  We'll know more what the CPUC will require next week. 
 
Yew:  The next version of the PG&E calculator will be out next week.  We'll provide it to all successful 
bidders to use to compute the levelized cost. 
 
Rufo:  Where will you get end-use load shapes? 
 
Yew:  We use load shapes where we have them.  There are some from the 1997 CEUS study, etc.  
For those where we don't have load shape data, we'll use h-factor. 
 
 
 


